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Abstract
Multi-objective De Novo linear programming (MODNLP) is
problem for designing optimal system by reshaping the feasible set
(Fiala, 2011). This paper deals with MODNLP having possibilistic
objective functions coefficients. The problem is considered by inserting possibilistic data in the objective functions coefficients. The
solution of the problem is defined and established under the using
of efficient and necessary condition. Also, the relation between possibilistic levels corresponding to the solution is constructed. A solution procedure for solving the problem is proposed. A numerical
example is given for illustration.
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INTRODUCTION
In general, there is no single optimal solution
in multi- criteria problems, but rather a set of
non- inferior (Pareto optimal) solutions from
which the decision maker must select the most
preferred or best compromise solution as the one
to implement. One of the difficulties which occur
in the application of mathematical programming
is that the coefficients in the formulation are not
constants but fluctuating and uncertain. Sakawa
and Yano, 1989 introduced the concept of Pareto
optimality of fuzzy parametric program. Khalifa,
2018 proposed an approach for solving fuzzy
MOLP problems. Kiruthiga and Loganathan,
2015 reduced the Fuzzy MOLP problem to the
corresponding ordinary one using the ranking
function and hence solved it using the fuzzy programming technique. Hamadameen, 2018 proposed a technique for solving fuzzy MOLP
problem in which the objective functions coefficients are triangular fuzzy numbers. Under uncertainty, vague, and imprecise of data, Garg,
2018 suggested an alternative approach for solving multi- objective reliability optimization problem.
De Novo programming defined by Zeleny and
Raff, 1980 emphasizes optimal design of the
original problem instead of just optimizing a sub
problem where the constraints are fixed and
given. This approach is much more flexible than
the usual multi- objective linear programming
(MOLP) (Li and Lee, 1990). Zelany 1980 created
an optimal level model for DNP with resource
and budget. The concept of the optimal systems
design was first applied by Zeleny 1990. Tradeoffs are of inadequately properties designed system and through the designing better one can be
eliminated. Fiala, 2011 proposed approaches for
solving multi- objective De Novo linear programming, also introduced possible extensions,
methodological and real applications. Umarusman and Turkmen, 2013 have built the optimum
production setting through the de novo programming with the global criterion method. Tabucanon (1988) has shown that the de novo
programming formulation deal with the best mixture of input specified as well as the best mixture
of the output. Luhandjula, 1986, and 1987 deals
with the problem by incorporating possibilistic
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data into single and MOLP framework. Li and
Lee (1990) utilized a two phases for multi- criteria DNP that yields fuzzy solution, and also studied fuzzy multiple criteria De Novo
programming based on fuzzy set possibility concept. Zhang et al., 2009 ؛Chen and Tzeng, 2009؛
Huang et al., 2006 ؛Chen and Hsieh, 2006 ؛and
Zeleny, 2010 studied De Novo programming.
Khalifa (2018) studied a multi- criteria de novo
linear programming problem with fuzzy parameters. Zhuang and Hocine (2017) used the Meta
–goal-programming approach for solving multicriteria de Novo programming problems. Eren
(2017) discussed the selection of projects according to the evaluating criteria of support mechanisms considered by Regional Development
Agencies (RDAs) through the procedure provided by a practical solution methodology, which
is an integrating of fuzzy parametric programming and fuzzy linear programming. Umarksman (2019) applied Lexicographic goal
programming for solutions of a multiobjective
De Novo programming problem with positive
ideal solutions and the same problem solved with
global criterion method , and hence compared the
results. Babic et al., (2018) showed an example
of how to use De Novo programming instead of
linear programming in real business situations.
In this paper, the MODNLP having possibilistic
objective functions coefficients is studied. The
solution of the problem is defined and established
based on necessary and sufficient conditions, and
the relation between possibilistic levels corresponding to the solution is constructed.
The remainder of the paper is as: In section 2;
some preliminaries needed in the paper are presented. In section 3, a Poss MODNLP problem
is formulated. In section 4, the δ- possibly efficient solution of the Poss MODNLP problem is
characterized. In section 5, a numerical example
is given for illustration. Finally some concluding
remarks are reported in section6.
PRELIMINARIES
In order discuss our problem conveniently,
some necessary results on possibilistic variables
and its δ-cut are viewed (Luhandujla, 1987;
Hussein, 1998 ).
Definition1. (Hussein, 1998). A possibilistic
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variable X on V is a variable characterized by a
possibility distribution ζx (i.e., a rule which associated to each v∈V, a value ζx (v) indicates the degree of compatibility of the variable X with the
realization v∈V.
If V is a Cartesian product of V1 , V2 ,…, Vn,
then ζx (v1 , v2 , …, vn )is an n- ary possibility
distribution, i.e., ζx (v)=(ζx1 (v1), ζx2 (v2 ), …, ζxn
(vn ))
Definition2. The δ-cut of a possibilistic variable X is
(X)δ={v∈V: ζx (v)≥δ}.
Definition3. A possibility distribution ζx on V
is said to be convex if
ζx (α v1+(1-α) v2 )≥min(ζx (v1 ), ζx (v2 ));
∀ v1,v2∈V; α∈[0, 1].

Subject to
A y-b≤0,
p b≤B,
y≥0.

(1)

Where, b∈ℝm is unknown resources restrictions, p∈ℝm is resource prices, c∈ℝk(1×n) , are possibilistic variables on ℝ characterized by
possibily distribution ζτik,) A∈ℝm×n,and Bis the
given total available budget. It is assumed that all
possibility distributions involved in Poss
MODNLP are convex ones with bounded and
closed supports.

Remark1: It is noted that Poss referred to possibility.
Definition4. The support of a possibilistic variIt follows from Poss MODNLP problem that:
able X is
pAy≤pb≤B.
(2)
By defining the unit cost p A=w∈ℝn. So, Poss
MODNLP problem can be rewritten as

PROBLEM STATEMENT AND SOLU(3)
TION CONCEPTS
Subject to
A typical multi objective De Novo linear proy∈Y={y∈ℝn:wy≤B, y≥0}.
gramming (MODNLP) which is designing optiDefinition5 (δ-Possibly efficient solution). A
mal system by reshaping the feasible set (Fiala,
2011) is formulated with possibilistic data in the point y^*∈Y is said to be δ- possibly efficient
objective functions coefficients as (Poss solution to the (Poss MODNLP)1 problem if
there is no y∈Y such that:
MODNLP)

(4)
On account of the extension principle,
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(5)
where,

(6)
and ζτk (k=1,2,…,s), and m×n- ary possibility
distributions.

CHARACTERIZATION OF δ- POSSIBLY
EFFICIENT SOLUTION FOR PROBLEM
Our aim is to characterize the δ-possibly efficient solution for the problem (3), so let us apply
the following δ-parametric MODNLP problem,
i.e., (δ-PMODNLP)

Zk (y, ck); ∀k and strict inequality holds for at
least one k
Theorem1. A point y^*∈Y is an δ- possibly efficient solution to the problem (3) if and only if
y*∈Y is an δ- parametric efficient solution for
problem (8).
Proof. Necessity: Let y*∈Y be an δ- possibly
(δ-PMODNLP)
max Zk (x, ck )=ck y=∑ni=1 efficient solution to the problem (3) and is not
k
ci yi,i=1,2,…,s
(7) y*∈Y an δ- parametric efficient solution for
Subject to
problem (8). Then there are y1∈Y and
k
k
y∈Y,ci ∈(c ĩ )δ.
dk∈ζδk,k=1,2,…,s such that
Zt (y*, dt )≤Z_t (y1, dt ); ∀ t∈{1,2,…,s} and
Where (c ̃ik )δ are the δ -cut of the possibilistic k∈{1,2,…,s} such that
variables c ̃ik. By the convexity assumption,
Zk (y*,dt )≤Z_k (y1, dt ). As dk∈ζδk, we have

Where (c ĩk )δ are the δ -cut of the possibilistic
variables c ̃ik. By the convexity assumption,
ζτik (c ĩk )δ, i=1,2,…,n;k=1,2,…,s are real intervals that are denoted by are real intervals that are
denoted by [cik (δ)L, cik (δ)U ]. Let ξδk be the set
(9)
of 1×n matrices ck=(cik ), with cik∈[cik (δ)L, cik
(δ)U],k=1,2,…,s. It clear that δ-PMODNLP may
Contradiction to the assumption that y*∈Y is a
be rewritten as
δ- possibly efficient solution to the problem (3).
k
(8)
max Zk (x, c ),k=1,2,…,s
Subject to
Sufficiency: Let y*∈Y be an δ- parametric efk
k
y ∈ Y, and c ∈ ξδ ,k=1,2,…,s.
ficient solution to the problem (8) and y*∈Y is
not an δ-possibily efficient solution for problem
Definition6. (δ-Parametric efficient solution). (3). Then there are y2∈Y and k∈{1,2,…,s} such
A point y*∈Y is said to be an δ- parametric effi- that
cient solution to the problem (8) if and only if
there are no y∈Y, and ck∈ζδk such thatZk (y*, ck)≤
280
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i.e.,
(10)

Where

For this supremum exists, there is (r1, r2,…,rs)∈
D ̅ with max (ζτ1 (r1),ζτ2 (r2),…,ζτs (rs))<δ
then

ck y ≥ Zk*,
y≥0, ck∈ζ δk, k=1, 2, …, s

Using GAMS software the solution of problem
(13) is: y*;B*=w y*, and b*=A y*.
To provide an effective and fast tool for the efficient optimal redesign of large- scale linear sysContradiction (6). Thus there is (r1, r2,…,rs)∈D ̅ tems; let us introduce the optimum- path ratio (Shi,
satisfying
1995) as
1
2
s
1
2
s
(11)
max (ζτ (r ), ζτ (r ),…,ζτ (r ))≥,
g1=B/B* ,B≤B*
i.e.,

rk∈ ξδk,k=1,2,…,s

(12)

It follows from (9) , and (11) that contradiction
the efficiency y* for the problem (8).
By solving the problem (8) which is the continuous knapsack problems, we have
be the solution with the
corresponding ideal objectives Zk* for the ideal
system with respect to B, where
The Meta- optimum problem corresponding to
the problem (8) is formulated as
min F=w y
(13)
Subject to

The optimal design of the system for the budget
B: y=g_1 y*,b=g1 b*,Z=g1 Z* .
It is noted that if k<n, synthetic solutions can be
obtained by solving the problem individually,
Where, Shi,1995 defined the synthetic optimal solution as y**=(yi11, yi22,…,yikk,0,….,0), where yiθθ is
the optimal solution of problem(8). There are six
types of optimum- path ratios (Shi, 1995):

There is possible to establish different optimal
system design as option for the DM.
NUMERICAL EXAMPLE
Consider the following Poss MOLP problem
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(14)

Subject to
3x1+4x2≤40,
x1+3x2≤30,
x,x2≥0.

Subject to
The solution is:
∗

(15)

Subject to
1.9 x_1+3.2 x2 ≤ 42,
x, x2≥0.

Hence,
r1 =

y = r1 y ∗ = 0.8333(0

The possibilistic variables c ̃i1 and c ̃i2 is characterized by a possibility distributions ζτ (.),
andζτ (.),,
respectively. The supports of c ̃i1 and c ̃i2 are[1,
3], and [1, 5], and may be defined as:
1
i

2
i

At δ=0 , the problem corresponding to problem
(5) is
(16)

max Z 1 = x1 + 2 x 2
max Z 2 = 1x1 + 5 x 2

Subject to

1.9 x1 + 3.2 x 2 ≤ 42,
x1 , x 2 ≥ 0

Solving the problem (16) individually with respect to the constraints of problem (14), we get:
∗

Z 2 = 40

min F = 1.9 y1 + 3.2 y 2
282

35
B
=
= 0.8333
∗
42
B

Thus, the possibilistic optimal design of the system for the budget B is:

With the price p=$(0.5, 0.4), and the budget
level B=$ 35.

∗

∗

3
b ∗ = A y ∗ = 
1

The Poss MODNLP problem can be formulated
as

Z 1 . = 20 ,

 0 
 = 42,
3.2 )
13.125 
4 0
  52.50 
 
=
.
3  13.125   39.375 

y1 = 0, y 2 = 13.125, B ∗ = v y ∗ = (1.9

Thus

(17)

13.125) = (0

10.9375), b

 52.50   43.74825 
 = 
,
b = r1 b ∗ = 0.8333.
 39.375   32.8112 
 21.875 
.
Z = r1 Z ∗ = 
 43.75 

CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, possibilistic MODNLP has been
studied. The solution of the problem has been defined and established under the using of efficient
and necessary condition. In addition, the relation
between possibilistic levels corresponding to the
solution was constructed. A solution procedure for
solving the problem has proposed. In addition, we
deduce that the optimal system should of free
tradeoff, and the De Novo programming is one of
the methodology used in the optimal system design.
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